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ON THE THEOREMS OF SARD AND de RHAM

I. SARD'S THEOREM

Let Ck denote the class of k-times continuously differentiable

maps. By manifold we shall always understand finite dimensional
00

manifold.

Suppose that f: X Y is a > 1) map between mani-

folds. A point p E X is called a regular point of f if the differ-

ential at p

Df Y
P P f(p)

is surjective. If p E X is not a regular point it is called a singular

point of the map f. The images of the singular points under the

map f are called critical values or singular values. If q E X is

not a critical value then it is called a regular value.

The following theorem dealing with the set of critical values is

due to Sard [9].

Theorem 1.1 (Sard): Let U be an open set of Rm and
kf: U ". RR .....a C map, where k > max (m-n, 0). Then the set of

critical values in Rn has outer measure zero.

This theorem admits a corollary first proved for a special



Let U be a neighborhood of a point p in the n-dimensional

2

case by Brown [2] previous to the work of Sard.

Corollary 1. 2: Let f X Y be a map between manifolds of

dimension m and n, respectively, which is of class C ,

k > max (m-n, 0). Then the set of regular values is dense in Y.

Now we ask whether these theorems are in some sense best

possible. If we use the class of differentiability of the map as the

main hypothesis, then the answer is affirmative. This follows from

the fact that Whitney [12] has constructed, for k > 1, maps of class
k- 1 from the unit cube in Rk into R which are nonconstant on

a connected set of their singular points.

If we are to extend these theorems, we must therefore find a

condition which can replace the restriction on the differentiability

class of the map. In this chapter we will seek such a condition and

obtain a theorem analogous to Corollary 1. 2.

Suppose Y is a n-dimensional manifold, by a chart (V, 4)

we shall mean that V is an open set in Y and 4) is a diffeo-

morphism of V into the model space Rn such that 4)(V) con-

tains the origin and is convex. Let V C R denote the image of

V under the map 4). If is a vector field defined on V, de-

fine = D4)( ). Then is a vector field defined on V contained

in the model space R .



manifold Y. Suppose we are given a vector field t defined on

U - {p}. The vector field will be called a radial vector field if

there exists a chart (V, c()) such that V C U, cl)(p) = origin, and

Dc1)( =
a

Or
where r is the radial distance of a point to the

origin in R . With this definition we can now state the condition

which will replace the differentiability class.

Condition At Given a surjective map of manifolds, f: X -~" Y

we demand that for every open set u C there exists a point

p E U and a neighborhood V C U of p, which admits a radial

vector field which lifts to a vector field Ti defined on

-1 -1
f V - f p.

Thus we have the following relationship

(1) Df(1) =

between these vector fields. Condition A may be weakened to Condi-

tion B by requiring that Ti be any cross-section of the tangent
-1bundle over f-1V f p, possibly discontinuous. We note that (1)

still holds, even though Ti is no longer a vector field.

The following theorem constitutes one of the main results.

Theorem 1. 3: If f : X Y is a surjective map between

manifolds then the set of critical values is nowhere dense in Y if

and only if f satisfies Condition B.

3



Proof: Suppose f satisfies Condition B.

Let Q C Y be the set of critical values, CQ the closure of

Q and iCO the interior of the closure of Q. Lemma: Under the

hypothesis of the theorem, for any open set U C Y there is a

closed ball S with radius r > 0 and center c such that S C U

and S contains only regular values.

If iCQ is nonempty, it then follows that there exists a closed

ball S C iCQ which contains only regular values. But c b CQ,

since the open ball centered at c of radius r /2 contains only

regular values. Hence S iCQ. Thus either the lemma is false

Or iCQ is empty or both. Since the proof of the lemma is given be-

low we see that iCQ must be empty, which implies that Q is

nowhere dense in Y

Proof of the Lemma: Let the manifold Y have dimension n.

The dimension of X is not specifically used in the proof, in fact it
,thcould even be infinite. Let the 1 unit co-ordinate vector field on

the model space Rn of Y be defined by ei.

By induction on the index i of the co-ordinate axes, we will

construct a nested family of closed balls {S.}, a family of vector

fields defined on these balls, and a family of cones {Ei

4

where the principal part of the vector fields lie. {Si}, {-* *i} and {Ed

will all lie in the model space Rn.



where 0 < ri; W) < <, > is the inner product in Rn, and

II II
is the euclidean norm.

Since f satisfies Condition B we see that there is a point

p E U and a chart (V, (I)) about p which has defined on it a vec-

tor field which is radial with respect to p.

Construction for i = 1: Choose a point c1
E V on the positive

co-ordinate axis corresponding to i = 1. Because is repre-

sented in V as

<(p), rl(p) >Icos 7-1; W) for
sup (P) II II rl(P)

closed ball SI about c1 of radius r1 > 0 such that

12
tan (e , ; SI) 2

Let {V Rnal denote the cone in generated by the vectors

V. Now we shall define the cone El by

11 1

El = {(1,a2' a3' an)

the radial vector field, there exists a

1 2 1 /2 12
a. < (-2-) }

E W}

Because of the assumed bound on tan ; we see that the

5

For two given vector fields and T1 defined on a subset

W of Rn, we define Tr, W) by



to pm. That is -a
D'Ij(c+1) ar in

a chart

6

principal part of the vector field1 restricted to SI must lie in

the cone El.
Suppose that the dimension of Y is greater than some integer

111, and assume that we have constructed the balls {S.}, the vec-

tor fields {i}, and the cones {Ei} for 1 <i < m.

Construction for i = m + 1: By applying Condition B with U

-1
equal to O (interior of S), there exist a point pm E U,

(W, tli) with W C U, and a radial vector field fla+1
with respect

Let 0 be the diffeomorphism between subsets of Rn given

by 0 = ok4i-1. Define E to be a sphere about the origin in Rn

contained in W Then F = 0(E) is a compact orientable hyper-

surface in Rn contained in V. Define n and X. to be the out-

ward directed unit normal vector field to the orientable hyper sur-

faces E and F, respectively. For a given point p E F we can

consider the tangent space to F at p, TF, as a linear sub-

space of TV . Since 0 is a diffeomorohism, we see that DON

lies in a complementary subspace to TF at every point of F. We

may assume without loss of generality that the Jacobian of 0 is

positive. Hence DON also gives us an outward directed vector

field defined on F.

Now we can define a homotopy H between the vector fields



DO(n) and X defined on F as follows:

H:FxI--"- TV

H(q, t) (1 rt)D0(71(0-1 q)) + t( q)

for q F and t E [0, 1]. Since both vector fields are directed out-

ward, we know that H(q, t) 0 for all q E F and t E [0, I]. Thus

H maps into the nonzero portion of the tangent bundle and hence can

be composed with the map g from Appendix I to give a homotopy

G=goH: FxISn-1

FxlSince GI = g o X, which by Theorem B of Appendix I is surjec-

tive, we know that deg (GIF x 1 0'
Because the degree is invari-

) 4

ant under homotopy, we have that deg (GIF0 ) 4 0, which impliesx

that GIFx 0
= go DON is surjective. Now consider the constant

vector field em+1 restricted to F in V. From the definition

of g we see that g o em+1(F) = r where r is a point of S

Since G Iis surjective there exists a point c E F such
F x 0 m 1

that GIFx0(cm+1) = r. Thus

g o e ) = g o De(n)(cm+1)m 1 m+1

Hence for q = 0 (c
m+1

the following is true by Lemma A of

n-1

7



Appendix I:

DO( (q)) aD0(1(q)) = bem+1(cm+1 )ar

for some constants a, b > Thus the vector field
1-1-1+1

at the

pointc is parallel to em+1. Because
/-1-1+1

is a continu-
m+1

ous vector field there exists a numberr > 0 such that (i) the
m+1

ball S ccentered at of radius rm+1 is contained in
m+1 m+1

the ball Sm and (ii) jm+1 approximates the co-ordinate vector

field em+1 in the ball S , that is
m+1

an (etan m+2
; ) <m+1' m+1 Sm+1

Because of this bound, the principal part of the vectors m+ 1(q) for

q E Sm+1 must lie in the cone
Em+1

given by

Em+1 {(a m+1 an1+1, 1, arri+1
am+1) \'(arri+1 2 )1 1 + 2,

m+ 2 ' n

Now continue this construction until all the axes have been used,

and define .S r, S.. S will be equal to Sn,
and hence have

11 <i <n
radius r = rn and center c =

en.
For each point q E S we have

a set of vectors -ffi(q) : 1 < i < Because each vector field

was given by Condition B, we know by (1) that for each xEf p

where p E ci)-1(S) and each index



1

I aIji i4j _<
j 21/2< 1 j+1

2

A square matrix P is diagonally dominant if

for all i.

(2) E ImDfx.

Since the chart map cl) is a diffeomorphism (2) becomes

E IrriD(c1) of)x

for q E S, X E (CP of)iq and for each index i. Hence if we can

show that : 1 < <n} spans the tangent space TV for

every q E S, then S is the desired closed ball of regular values.

But this is equivalent to the question, whether picking a vector from

each cone E. constitutes a basis for the model space Rn. Let

r i
1(a - ai 1 ai ai): 1<i<n= dim of Y1i-1" i+1"

be such a selection of vectors, and consider these vectors as the

rows of a matrix P. Thus P is a square matrix of dimension n.
1Now we observe that P is diagonally dominant, since



so that

1
<

2A map is proper if for any compact set C,
-1 C is compact.

10

But it is a well known fact that diagonally dominant matrices are non-

singular [9, 14]. Hence : 1 < i < n} are linearly independent

for all q E S. Thus the lemma is proved.

Now suppose that Q is nowhere dense. Then the complement

of the closure of Q, -(CQ), is an open, dense set containing only

regular values. Thus for any open set U C Y, W = U r, -(CQ) is

an open, nonempty set containing only regular values. That is for

any x c f-1q where q E W, Dfx is surjective. Thus any radial

vector field about a point in W lifts to a (possibly discontinuous)

section of the tangent bundle over f-1W.

For proper2 surjective maps satisfying Condition A we have the

following analog of Theorem 1.3.

Theorem 1. 4, If f : X Y is a proper surjection between

manifolds then the set of critical values is nowhere dense if and only if

f satisfies Condition A.



Proof: If f satisfies Condition A then Theorem 1. 3 states

that the set of critical values Q is nowhere dense, then the corn-

plement of the closure of Q, -(CQ), is an open, dense set con-

taining only regular values. Thus for any open set U C Y,

W = U r. -(CQ) is an open, nonempty set containing only regular

value s.

Let (V, c[i) be a chart containing W. Choose a point p E W

and a ball S C ci)(W) of radius r > 0 centered about cl)(p). Con-

sider the closed ball B of radius centered at cl)(p). Since

is a proper map and ci) is a diffeomorphism f)-1B is corn-
-1pact. For every point x E (CO ef) B we know that Df is of

maximal rank. Thus, by a result of Ehresmann [3], f induces a

differentiable fibre bundle structure on GO f)-1B. Using this struc-

ture there exists a small open ball R about OP) such that

(ci) of)-1R is diffeomorphic to a product. Thus the radial vector
_a _1field defined on R lifts to a vector field defined on (4) of) R.ar

Hence the map f satisfies Condition A. I

In the remainder of this chapter we will restrict ourselves to a

class of maps of interest in Chapter III. Suppose that f : X Y is

a surjection between manifolds, then f will be called differentiably

ductile if for each y E Y and each neighborhood V of y there

is a neighborhood U C V of y and a contraction of U to y

11



00
-1of class C which lifts to a homotopy of f U of class C .

Now if a surjective map f has a radial vector field satisfying Con-

dition B for every point in the range, then we say that f satisifes

Condition C. Clearly, Condition C implies Condition B. A contrac-

tion c of a neighborhood U of y to the point y is called a

radial contraction if there exists a chart (V, clo) such that (i) (I)(U)

is a sphere about the origin in the model space, (ii) cl)(y) = 0, and

(iii) the contraction is given by c(t, p) = (1-t)p for p E cl)(U). Now

we can state the precise condition of interest to us. A surjective

map f : X --'- Y is said to be radially ductile if it is differentiably

ductile with all the contractions being radial.

Theorem 1. 5: If f : X Y is a radially ductile map be-

tween manifolds then f satisfies Condition C.

12

Proof: Let y E Y. Since f is radially ductile there exists a

neighborhood U of y, a contraction c of U to y which

lifts and a chart (V, cH such that cl)(U) is a sphere centered at the

origin, c1(y) = 0, and c(t, p) = (1-t)p for p E CI)(U). Thus we see
-3that the vector field defined on cf)(U) is nothing but the vectorar

field associated with the flow given by c. If we choose any point

q E cl)(U) - {0} it is on a unique flow curve of the contraction. Let

X E (CO of)-1q. From the ductility condition we have the following

commutative diagram:



(3)

id x of

cl) of

Now define a tangent vector in
TxX by vx = urn vilt)

t 1 "
where

are the tangent vectors to the curve h(t) in f U. Becausevh(t)

the curve h(t) covers the curve c(t, q), we see that

-a
Df(vh(t) ) =r(c1:1of oh(t))

a

-aSince is the tangent vector field to the curve c(t, q). Because

Df is a continuous map we have:

Df(v = Df( urn vht) = lim Df(vh(t) )
1 ti- 1

But by Equation (3) we obtain:

-a -aHim Df(vh(,) = lim (c1) of oh(t)) (q)
t 1 " t.1 a

-aHence Df(v ) = (q). Thus, we see that the radial vector fieldx ar
lifts to a section in the tangent bundle of f-I U - f-1y. I

Now by combining this result with Theorem 1.3 and the obser-

vation that Condition C implies Condition B we have the following

13



theorem.

Theorem 1. 6: If f X Y is a radially ductile map be-

tween manifolds then the set of critical values is nowhere dense in Y.

14



IL ISOMORPHISMS OF THE de RHAM COHOMOLOGY MODULES

In the following paragraph we will construct the de Rham corn-

pies of a manifold. All the assertions about differential forms are

justified in Lang's book [6]. If Y is a manifold let FP(Y) denote

the real vector space of differential p-forms over Y (cross-

sectionsof the alternating power of the contratangent bundle

over Y). The exterior differential d : FP(Y) FP(Y) makes

{FPY p > 0} into a non-negative cochain complex called the de

Rham complex of the manifold Y. If f : X Y is a differentiable

map between manifolds, f induces a linear map f : F(Y) F(X)

by <f#(.o;vi, , v >(p) =w'Dfv1 , ,Dfv >f(p) where v. E TX
n 1 p

for 1 < i <n and (.,.) E F(Y). Thus F is a contravariant functor

from the category of manifolds and smooth maps into the category of

cochain complexes. The wedge product of differential forms gives

us a multiplicative structure on the de Rham complex which commutes

with the induced maps.

The homology functor applied to this complex gives the graded

de Rham cohomology module Hd.R(Y) for the manifold Y. The

wedge product induces a product on the cohomology module making

Hd.R(Y) into a graded algebra.

Lemma 2. 1: If two differential p-forms and co' differ at

point, y E Y, then they differ in an open neighborhood of y.

15
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Proof: Since w and w are cross-sections of a bundle

which is a Hausdorff space the result follows. I

Let f : X Y be a differentiable map between manifolds.

We shall call such a map a Sard map if the set of regular values of f

is dense in Y. From the first chapter we have three criteria for

a Sard map:

X and Y of finite dimensions m and n respectively

with f E Ck for k > max (m-n, 0)

f satisfies Condition B

f is radially ductile.

The following theorem is basic to the remainder of this chap-

ter.

Theorem 2. 2: If f : X Y is a sur'ective Sard map between

manifolds, then f# the induced ma between the de Rham com lexes

is a monomorphism.

Proof: Suppose there exists a k-form w on Y such that

f w = 0. Also suppose there is a point p E Y such that w(p) 0.

Then Lemma 2. 1 implies that w 0 in a neighborhood U ID°

From the definition of the induced map we know,

(4) <f#;v .. vk >(x) = <w;Dfv, , , Dfvk >(f(x)) = 0



for any point x E X and any set of vectors {v. ET X:1<i<
1 X

Since f is a surjective Sard map, there is a point q E U which is

a regular value. Because q E U, there exist vectors

{u.ETqY:1<i<k} such that <w;u1, , uk>(q) 0. But q is

-1a regular value, hence for all x E f q there exists a set of vectors

f By (4) we obtain:
1 x x 1 1

<f w;w
wk >(x) = 40; ui >(q) = °

Hence a contradiction to on U. Thus w(p) = 0 and f#

is a monomorphism.

Since f commutes with the exterior differential, we see that

f F(Y) is a subcomplex of the de Rham complex of X. This sub-

complex also inherits the wedge product structure, because it too

commutes with the induced map f#

Theorem 2. 3: If f : X Y is a surjective Sard map, then

f induces an isomorphism of graded algebras

Hd. R(Y) 1-1 (f" F(Y))

Proof: By Theorem 2. 2 f# is a monomorphism, hence

F(Y) and f F(Y) are isomorphic complexes. Because the wedge

product commutes with f# we see that the isomorphism preserves

17



products. By applying the cohomology functor H the result fol-

lows. I

Suppose f : X Y is a surjective Sard map, then by

Theorem 2. 2 we know that the induced map f# is a monomorphism.

Hence the following sequence is exact.

f#
0 F(Y) F(X) F(X) 0

f#F(Y)

By the standard argument, this short exact sequence of cochain

complexes induces a long exact sequence of cohomology modules [10,

p. 182].

(5)

(6) HP ( )
d.

p Tr p F 5 p+1
H (X) H ( (X)

d. R d. ROO ---'
f#F(Y)

There is another long exact sequence associated with a map,

which we will now derive. If f : X -" Y is a differentiable map be-

tween manifolds, define the mapping cone cochain complex of differ-

ential forms as follows: F(f) = Fq(X) F1(Y) with coboundary

operator given by df = (-dx+f#, dy). If we let the cochain complex

-F(X) denote F(X) with the negative coboundary operator, then the

following sequence is exact.

(7) 0 -" -F7(X) F(f) F(Y) 0

18



Where i and j are the natural injection and projection maps of

the direct sum.

Theorem Z. 4: If f : X -" Y is a differentiable map between

manifolds and if F(f) is the mappingcone corrplex of forms asso-

ciated with f, then the following sequence is exact.

-'' HP (Y) L HP (X)I-
R

HP(F(f))i-" H(Y)d.R

Proof: Apply the homology functor to the short exact sequence

and note that the connecting homomorphisrn is just f and that

H (F(X)) is canonically isomorphic with Hd.R(X)
(Spanier has

these calculations in the dual case of homology [10, p. 191] ).

P(F(f)) HP(
F(X)

f#F(Y) F(X)by the following construction. There is a map p F(f)
f#F(Y)

given by p(aED (3) = ir(a) for a E FP(X), E Fp+
1

(Y) and the

map from the sequence (5). The map is not a cochain map since

p 0 df = -d o p. However because p preserves the kernals and

images of df, it descends to the homology level giving us the de-

sired map

Lemma 2.5: The following diagram composed of sequences

(6) and (8) is commutative for f a surjective Sard map.

Now we will define a map p

19



(9)

(Y)f"
HPd.

( ) 11." HP( F(X) ) HP." (Y)d. d. Rf F(Y)

t id t id t p* t id

P ( f P
Hd. R

Y) H (
d.

.*
H( F(f)) Hp+1 (Y)P

d. R

Proof: Let a E FP(X) then p o i(a) = Tr(a) by the definition

of p. Passing to cohomology we have p 0 = hence the

second square commutes. Let y E HP(F(f)) and let y be repre-

sented by the cocycle a ED 13 where a E FP(X) and 13 E FP+1(Y).

Now calculate

-
6 p (y) = 5[Tr(a)] = [f#1dal [c]

where [b] is the cohomology class generated by the cocycle

and c is such that f c = da. The other half of the third square

yields j (y) [13]. Since a 0 p is a cocycle we know that

d (a p) = 0 or d (a 0 (3) = (-da+ f#13, dP) = 0. Hence da = f 13.

But by Theorem 2. 2 f# is injective, which implies that c = 13.

Thus 5 p = j. Hence the third square commutes. I

Theorem 2. 6: If f : X Y is a surjective Sard map be-

tween manifolds, then p is an isomorphism of graded modules.

p : H (F(f)) H*(
F(X)

f F(Y)

Proof: Apply the 5-Lemma to Lemma 2. 5. I

20



shall consider,

coefficients and

by

following:

III. THE GENERALIZED de RHAM THEOREM

Before we can state or prove the generalized de Rham theorem,

some preliminary results are needed. We have already seen that F

is a cochain functor. There are two other cochain functors which we

i. e. , sC(*;R) the singular cochains with real

C(*.R) the singular cochains based on smoothd

singular simplexes with real coefficients.

For a given manifold X, the integral of differential forms

over smooth chains induces a homomorphism

I : F(X)
dC(X;R)X

(L))](0-) = w

o-

where w E FP(X) and CT AP is a smooth singular p-simplex.

Suppose f : X Y is a differentiable map between manifolds, then

the following calculation shows that I is, in fact, a natural trans-

formation between the functors F and C(*; R). Let co E FP(Y)

and cr :A X be a smooth singular p-simplex, then we have the

21



f#[.1 (0.01(0") = [I ((.0)1(focr) wd Y f a-

0 (r) =

For a given map f: X ---' Y, the naturality of I implies that Ix

#restricts to a map between the images of f# and fd. Denote this

restriction of by f#F(Y) -." f#
X X d

C(Y;R). Hence we obtainI
the following commutative diagram for a differentiable map f : X Y.

F(Y) f#F(Y)

(10) I Ty

d #
d C(Y;R) f C(Y;R)

d

In the case of the two functors sC(*;R) and dC(*'-R) we

also obtain a natural transformation R induced by the inclusion

map of the smooth singular chains into the singular chains. Hence in

the same way we obtain a commutative diagram similar to (10).

sC(Y;R) f#C(Y;R)

RY # 11"Y

d #
dC(Y;R) fdC(Y;R)

Applying the homology functor to these diagrams we obtain the

# # #
o- f w = f = [Ix(f#w)](cr-)

Cr

22



basic commutative diagram of this chapter.

(12)

.*

H (Y)

R*

Hd(Y)

f #
-§- H (f C(Y;R))

R*

#
H fdC(Y;R))

t I t

f #
HdR (Y) H (f F(Y))

.

Because the cup product of singular cohomology restricts, via

R, to give a product on the smooth singular cohomology, we see

that R is a graded algebra hornomorphism. The following theo-

rem is a well known fact, first proved by Eilenberg [4] in 1947.

Theorem 3. 1: If Y is a paracompact manifold, then R

is a graded algebra isomorphism.

We already know by Theorem 2. 3 that for a surjective Sard

map, f is a graded algebra isomorphism. Bredon ,[1] has given

the following sufficient condition for fs to be a graded algebra

isomorphism.

Theorem 3. 2: If f : X Y is a ductile map onto a paracom-
-

pact space Y, then fs is a graded algebra isomorphism.

*

23



From Theorem 3. 1, R
*-1is an isomorphism hence R is well

defined.

Now by combining all the theorems of this chapter with some

from Chapters I and II we obtain the main theorem of Chapter III.

Theorem 3. 5 (Generalized de Rham Theorem): If f : X Y

24

Bredon proves this result by sheaf theoretic techniques. Be-

cause the smooth singular chains admit the usual subdivision opera-

tion, Bredon's proof is also valid in this case, provided the ductility

assumption is strengthened to differentiably ductile.

Theorem 3. 3: If f : X Y is a differentiably ductile map_

of manifolds where Y is paracompact, then fd
is a graded

algebra isomorphism.

The classical de Rham theorem was first proved by de Rham

in a restricted case [8]. The theorem is most easily proved via

sheaf theory as given in Godement's book [5].

Theorem 3. 4 (de Rham): If Y is a para,compact manifold,
*-1then R ° I : Hd.R(Y) -4- Hs(Y) is a graded algebra isomorphism.

ism.

is a radially ductile map onto a paracompact manifold Y, then
*_1 #

R I H (f F(Y)) H (fsC(Y;R)) is a graded algebra i.somor2L-



Proof: Because f is radially ductile, f is (i) differenti-

ably ductile, (ii) ductile, and (iii) a surjective Sard map (by Theo-

rem 1. 6). By Theorems 3. 1, 3. 2, 3. 3 and diagram (12) we see that

is a graded algebra isomorphism and hence R is defined.

From the diagram (12) and Theorems 2. 3 and 3.4 the result follows. I

In the following theorem we will identify the cohomology of the

cokernal complex with that of the mapping cone cohomology.

Theorem 3. 6: If f : X Y is a surjective Sard map between

25

paracompact manifolds then

*-1 *-1 F(X)
Rf If p

f#F(

is a graded module isomorphism, where sC(f) is the mapping cone

com

Proof: By Theorem 2. 6 we see that p is an isomorphism of

graded modules.

p : H (F(f)) H( F(X)

f#F(Y)

*-
Hence p1 is well defined.

Now define a homomorphism If : F(f) dC(f) by

If = I G I. The following calculation shows that If is a cochain
X Y

H ( C(f))
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map. Assume that w E Fq(X) and 0 E F1(y) then using that fact

that I is a natural transformation between cochain functors, we

have:

If(df(w' 0)) = If(-dw+ f#0, dO)

= (1x(-dw+f#0), I (d0))

(-dIxw-Ff IY0, dI 0)
Y

= df(Ixw, Iy0)

In an analogous manner define

Rf CU) dC(f) as Rf = RX e RY.s

Then the same type of calculation shows that Rf is a cochain map.

We note that for both the singular and smooth singular cohomol-

ogy there are short exact sequences analogous to (7) which induce

long exact sequences analogous to (8). From the definition of If

and Rf and from the naturality of the transformations I and R,

we obtain the following commutative diagram of long exact sequences

of type (8).



H (Y)H P P+1 +1
P(X) H (sC(f)) Hs (Y) HP (X)

HP(Y) 'HP(X) HP(dC(f)) HP+1(Y) H1(X)
*

t t t I t t ixX

p+1 +1
Hd. R(Y) "HP

d.
(X) HP(F(f))

Hd. R(Y)
"HP (X)d. R

*-1From Theorem 3. 4 (de Rham) we see that R o I is an iso-

morphism, thus by the 5-lemma the result follow. I
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APPENDIX



APPENDIX I

Let V C Rn be an open set containing the origin whose tan-

gent bundle TV is trivial. Then we will define the map

g : TV - {0} Sn- 1 as the composite of the following maps,

pr2 11x11

TV - {0} V x (R{0}) R-{0} Sn-

where T is the trivialization.

Lemma A: Let p E V, and and ri

Tr:IF fyir
. Thus letting a =

hypersurface in Rn, let 1 :S TR

we have

to S, then s sn- 1 isasarjectizerna_a.

thProof: Let e. be the unit co-ordinate vector field on

n- 1R . Choose a point p E S and assume that p represents the

be nonzero vector

a(pr2 o T (p)) pr2 o T 0 1(p ). But since both pr2 and T are

fibre isomorphisms, we have a(p) = tp).

Theorem B: Let S be a compact, connected orientable

be the normal vector field

29

fields on V, then if g 0 (p) = g 0 11(p) there exists a positive

constant a such that al(p) = n(p).

Proof: Let x = pr2 T o (p) and y = pr2 o T o ri(p) then
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constant vector field el via the map g. Let Tr: S R be the

height function with respect to the first co-ordinate axis. Since S

is compact and connected, we see that Tr(S) is also compact and

connected. Thus Tr(S) is a closed interval of R, say [a, la].

Let S = vr- lb r. S. Then S is a closed nonempty set. By the

construction we see that p E S is an absolute maximum with respect
co coto the map Tr. . Since S is a C manifold, it is a C map.

Hence for p E S we have (p) = 0 for 2 < <n where theax.

x, are the co-ordinate functions. Thus T S is parallel to the

hyperplane spanned by {ei(p) 2 <i < n} and hence e
1

(p) is

parallel to Ti(p). I




